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[f] COMPLEX [g] CPX

Menu re-arrangements

[g] EXP [g] EXP

Changes from the WP43S to the WP43C, 2019-08-17

(HOME menu): TRIG TRI

Re-arranged all 
complex functions

Swapped Rect/Polar 
around to align with 
MODE menu.

Re-arranged FN keys to 
better align with new top 
line keys

TRIG menu not on-key 
any more, as trig 
functions are on the 
keyboard. 


Menu remains 
available from HOME, 
with additions to 
facilitate shift-less trig 
operation.

Layout 1 shown

[g] STK [g] STK
Added functions for 
convenience. FILL 
removed from key, and R^ 
removed from L2 due to no 
space available on keys.

WP43C WP43S

Layout 1 shown
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eRPN switch. When selected, 
ENTER does not duplicate X -> Y

HOME.3 switch. When selected, 
a triple shift brings up the 
HOME menu. Another triple shift 
removes it. EXIT also removes it.

Added two operational flags 

[f] PROB

Added x! function to PROB

[g] PROB

[f] MODE [g] MODE

[f] BASE

BASE menu added. On Layout 2 
keyboard, [f] [4].


Added x! here after being 
removed from the keyboard 
due to lack of space on the 
keyboard

Added BASE menu
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FIX 3 SCI 3 ENG 3

ALL 3 SIGFIG 3

SIGFIG originates from a hpmuseum forum post by Bit and Nigel, implemented 
on the WP34S, WP31S & WP34C and operates like a variable FIX, automatically 
adjusting ‘FIX level’ to always maintain the number of significant digits as 
opposed to number of decimals. Examples below:

  

     SIGFIG 4      UNITS 4    SIGFIG 4        UNITS 4 
           3.141 6    3.141 6    3.1416             3.1416          
          31.416     31.416      0.314 16         314.16 m  
         314.16     314.16       0.031 416.        31.416 m 
       3 141.6        3.1416 k   0.003 141 6        3.1416 m 
      31 416         31.416 k    0.000 314 16     314.16 µ  
     314 160        314.16 k     3.141 6 x 10^-5   31.416 µ 
   3 141 600          3.1416 M   3.141 6 x 10^-6    3.1416 µ 
  31 416 000         31.416 M                     
          ... 
3 141 600 000 000 000 
          3.1416 e 16 
          3.1416 e 17 

ALPHA MODE
Moved all the alpha mode 
commands/menus into a 
menu due to congestion on 
the re-arranged alpha keys

[f] DISP [g] DISP

UNITS 3

UNITS changes to ENG 
display mode and replaces 
the exponent with the 
appropriate metric unit 
prefix, i.e.


 tera-  T 
 giga-  G 
 mega-  M 
 kilo-  k 
 milli-  m 
 micro-  µ 
 nano-  n 
 pico-  p 
 femto-  f 

Added ALPHA mode menu

Added two display modes: SIGFIG & UNITS 
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HOME SCREEN

Notes:


1. HOME screen gets activated by � � �  or � � .


2. Same sequence, or �  to remove the HOME 
screen.


3. General modes. 4 screens with various useful 
menus items from various different menus screens 
combined.


4. �  �  wrap around to the top screen as well, in 
both directions.

HOME MENU for LAYOUT 1 :  Layout for real label WP43C
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HOME SCREEN

Notes:


1. HOME screen gets activated by � � �  or � � .


2. Same sequence, or �  to remove the HOME 
screen.


3. Blue labels: Press �  to get 3 screens showing the 
blue labels, as the red arrows indicate. The menu 
shows in the actual sequence on the keyboard, so 
a sequence can be seen and remembered. The 3 
screens are in a way active help to show where the 
blue commands are.


4. General modes. 4 screens with various useful 
menus items from various different menus screens 
combined.


5. �  �  wrap around to the top screen as well, in 
both directions.

HOME 1

HOME 2

HOME 3

HOME MENU for LAYOUT 2 :  Layout for unmodified DM42
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1.	 HOME menu: � � �  (Layout 1) and on � �  (Layout 2).


2.	 Additional HOME menu screens in Layout 2, to access [g] keys on an unmodified DM42.


3.	 � �  (backspace twice) in rapid succession does a DROP (key repeat within 500 ms).


4.	 WP43C has one shift. Use � �  to access gold and blue shifts inherited from the WP43S.


5.	 � � �  is a shortcut to popup the HOME screen. This can be disabled.

            The same sequence, or �  pops off the HOME screen to reveal the previous menu.


	 Currently, there is a 4 second shift clear, i.e. after 4 seconds [f] and [g] will cancel. 

	 Currently, the f/g & dot indications remain on screen even if auto cancelled.	 


6.	 The BASE menu ( � �  in Layout 2) is not yet available in Layout 1.


7.	 WP34C Emulator photographs compared with other calculators:
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Operation notes

WP43C LAYOUT 1 (Optimal)WP34C LAYOUT 2 (DM42) ALPHA MODE

DM42HP42S HP32SII
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